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NI-SC- Semester-I (C.B.C.S. Scheme) Examinaaion

PHYSICS

l-PHY-2 Classicrl Mechanics

Timc : l hree Iloursl [Maximum lMarks : 80

L (A) State the limitations of NcMonian mechanics. 4

(B) Statc and explain D-Alembert's principle and give physical significance of each term

involved in it. 6

(C) Obtain the equation of motion of simple pendulum and hence derive the time pcriod

of it for small oscillations. 6

OR

(P) State and explain law of conservation of linear and angular momentu& for the system

of particle. 6

(Q) Statc and prove Work-Energy relation. Whal advantages does it have in understanding

physical world ? 6

(R) Consider two bodies of weight W, and W, arc connected by light inextensible string

and hang over a iu smooth circular cylinder ofradius R, the axes of \a'hich is horizontal.

!-i!d the condition of equilibrium of the systcm by applying plinciple of virtual work.
4

2. (A) What arc Constmints ? Explain the typcs of comtrairts $'ith suitable cxample. What

are the difficulties introduced by forces of constraints ? 10

(B) What is Guage fu[ction ? Show that Lagrange's cquation are invariant under Guage

tra[sformation. 6

OR

(P) Derive the LagrBngc's equation of motion from D-Alembert's principlc. 10

(Q) \\hat are gencralized co-ordinates ? Obtain the degree of freedom for :

(i) Diatomic molecule.

(ii) Particle moving along circumference of circular wire. 6

3. (A) Write Hamiltonian's canonical equation and state physical significance of flamiltonian
function. 6

(B) What is isotropy of space ? l{encc explain conservation of angular momentum. 6

(C) Find the Ha$iltonian for ideal spring mass atangement placed on frictionless horizontal
surface. Also find its equation of molion. 4

OR
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5. (A)

(B)

(P)

(a)

Explain the princifle o1 le:tst action iiom variarional principl,:. 6

Show that l.agrange's equali,)n is invariant under Galilean tralsformation. 6

Dcrive Lagrange's equation of molion from llamilton's principle. 4

State and prove Virial theorcm. 6

Statc and de ve Keplers second law of pLanelar) motion. 6

For a particle rnpving in a gra\.itational field uith K.E.T and P.E, V:6x'?y-x3/+v7.
calculatc average total energy. 4

OR

Explain how two body central forcc problem can be reduccd .o equivalent one body
problem. 6

Desc be the differcntial cqurtion of orbit if the polcntial energy is known. 6

Sho\a that the motion in ccnlral fo.ce takes place in a plane. 4

Dcfine canonical tmnsformation and obtain the transformation equations correspotrding

to any one of its gclerating l'unction. 8

Obtain bilinear invarialt condition for the transfomation to b: canonical. Show that
the giver translonnatirrr i. .anonical :

Q=9tan(dp)
P = 2 ln [sin(pp)] 8

OR

State anC explain Poissons theorem atrd prove that Poisson'i bracket are invariant
under Galilcan transiormatior. 8

Show that Il, tG, Kll . tG lK. Fll r [K, tr, c]l = 0 8
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